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FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND

PROFESSIONAL REGULATION
P.O. Box 5377

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA
32314-5377

850-717-1980

STATE OF FLORIDA
APPLICATION FOR A CHANGE

IN RATES OF PILOTAGE
DO NOT WRITE IN THIS SPACE

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

APPLICATION SHOULD BE TYPED

PLEASE CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX TO IDENTIFY THE APPLICANT:

o   Individual Person                                                                                                                                                                              o Other Entity
o   Single Licensed State Pilot                                                                                                                                 ✓ Group of Licensed State Pilots

PART A:  APPLICANT PROFILE DATA

Name of Individual/Association/Group:
CANAVERAL PILOTS ASSOCIATION

Name of Authorized Representative and Title:
CAPTAIN BENJAMIN BORGIE, STATE PILOT

Home Telephone
(Include area code):
321-223-8766

Business
Telephone (Include
area code):
321-783-4645

Mailing
Address:

Street and No.: P.O. Box 816 Social Security Number or Federal
Employer ID Number (Optional):

City: Cape Canaveral                                    State: Florida                                    Zip Code: 32920

Permanent
Address:

Street and No.: 9060 Herring Street

City: Cape Canaveral                                    State: Florida                                     Zip Code:32920

IF PERSONS OTHER THAN A PILOT:

Detailed statement setting forth the substantial interest of the applicant and how the applicant is directly affected by the
established rates: Not Applicable

AMENDED - February 21, 2022
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PART B

1. NAME OF THE PORT FOR WHICH THE RATE CHANGE IS BEING REQUESTED

Port Canaveral

2. DETAILED EXPLANATION OF RATE CHANGE BEING REQUESTED

The base formula for calculating pilotage rates per vessel handle shall be modified as follows:

From: (($12.50*Draft) + ($0.028*GRT))

To: ((LOA Rate*LOA) + (Beam Rate*Beam) + (Draft Rate*Draft) + (GRT Rate*GRT)) +
Docking/Undocking Fee + Pilot Boat Fee

The initial base rate in dollars per foot/GRT/fixed fee shall be:

Standard Rate Less than 10,000 GRT Draft deeper than 32.0 feet
LOA Rate: 1.00 0.75 1.00
Beam Rate: 5.00 3.75 5.00
Draft Rate: 30.00 22.50 35.00
GRT Rate: 0.0125 0.0100 0.0125
Docking/Undocking
Fee: 300.00 200.00 300.00
Pilot Boat Fee: 50.00 50.00 50.00

Minimum Pilotage:  The following minimum charges will apply:
LOA: 100 feet Beam: 30 feet
Draft: 18 feet GRT: 5000 GRT

● The Docking/Undocking Fee is charged when the pilot performs the docking or undocking.
● The Pilot Boat Fee shall be dedicated to a Pilot Boat Capital Fund, which will be used exclusively for

pilot boat capital expenditures.
● The LOA Fee is determined using the maximum length overall, rounded up to the foot. The length

overall for conventional tug and barge combinations, whether towing astern, alongside, or pushing
ahead, shall be the combined length overall of the tug and barge. The length overall for articulated tug
barge and integrated tug barge combinations shall be the length overall of the combined unit when the
tug is secured in its designated pushing position.

● The Beam Fee is determined using the maximum waterline beam, rounded up to the foot. The beam for
tug and barge combinations, whether conventional combinations or articulated tug barge/integrated tug
barge combinations, shall be the maximum waterline beam of the widest vessel contained in the unit.

● The Draft Fee is determined by using the deepest draft, rounded up to the tenth of a foot.
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● The GRT Fee is determined by using the ITC Gross Registered Tonnage figure.

Additional Fees shall be:

Detention of Pilot:  An additional 25% of total pilotage fee per hour after the first half hour.  A delay in
departure caused by a medical emergency will not be considered a detention. A delay in arrival, departure, or
shift caused by weather conditions inside Port Canaveral and/or the area offshore of Port Canaveral out to and
including the pilot boarding area will not be considered a detention.

Cancellation of Pilot:  25% of total pilotage fee. Cancellation fee will be assessed for vessels on which the pilot
boarding is canceled with less notice than the current pilot call out time.

Shifting fee within the harbor:  75% of total LOA/Beam/Draft/GRT fee, plus applicable Docking/Undocking
and Pilot Boat Fees.

Dead Ship Movement: 150% of total pilotage fee. A dead ship movement is defined as the movement of any
vessel equipped with motive power and/or steering capability when such motive power and/or steering
capability is or becomes unavailable, for any reason, during any part of the vessel’s transit.

Late Payment Charge: 3% of total pilotage fee per month after 30 days from the date of invoice submission.

Board Governance Fee:  0% to a maximum of 1.5% (as determined by the Florida Board of Pilot
Commissioners) of total pilotage fee.

The draft rate for vessels with a draft of 32 feet 0 inches or deeper shall increase by 6.0% each year for 9
consecutive years starting on the anniversary date one year following the effective date of this rate.

All other rates and fees shall increase by 3.25% per year for a period of 9 years starting on the anniversary date
one year following the effective date of this rate.

3. BASIS FOR REQUESTED RATE CHANGE

Background

The express purpose of pilotage regulation in the State of Florida is to ensure that, “[waters, harbors, and

ports of the state], the environment, life, and property may be protected to the fullest extent possible.” §

310.001, Fla. Stat. (2018). This policy achieves these goals by maximizing safety on Florida’s state waters,

preventing the duplication of expense that redundant pilotage services would create, and strengthening state
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regulatory oversight. Id § 310.0015(3). Requiring that pilots place the safety of life, property, and the

environment before any other competing concerns; mandating that they procure the necessary facilities, vessels,

and equipment to provide dependable service; and restricting the manner by which pilots may seek to set rates

of pilotage are all essential elements of our system..

As part of this system, Florida established the Pilotage Rate Review Committee (hereinafter “PRRC”),

charging it with setting “fair, just, and reasonable rates”, but giving “primary consideration to the public

interest in promoting and maintaining efficient, reliable, and safe piloting services”. Id §§ 310.0015(3)(b),

.151(3), .151(5)(a). Florida further sets forth a non-exhaustive list of criteria that the PRRC shall take into

account when considering whether an application for a change of pilotage rates will meet these requirements. Id

§ 310.151(5)(b). Of paramount importance is the need to attract the most skilled and qualified applicants

possible. The most effective tool to accomplish this goal is compensation that, when compared to the

compensation provided to pilots throughout the country, makes the sacrifice required to obtain a position as a

Florida harbor pilot worthwhile. Id § 310.151(5)(b)(6).

The Canaveral Pilots Association (hereinafter “CPA”) has not sought, nor has it received, a pilotage rate

increase since September 1991. During that more than three decade period, the Consumer Price Index

(hereinafter “CPI”) increased by 104%, causing every aspect of operating the business of CPA to become

substantially more expensive. Nevertheless, over that same timeframe, changes in the cruise industry and in Port

Canaveral’s traffic provided a degree of revenue increase for CPA that, while insufficient to keep pace with the

national average for pilot compensation, was enough to discourage CPA from undertaking the risk and expense

that a rate application and hearing before the PRRC entails. Specifically, the size of cruise ships calling in Port

Canaveral, especially their Gross Registered Tonnage (hereinafter “GRT”), increased steadily from 1991 to the

present. Some types of cargo vessels that call at Port Canaveral saw size increases as well, although not as
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substantial as those experienced by cruise vessels. And unlike the newer, larger cruise vessels, the GRT of these

larger cargo ships did not grow exponentially larger than the GRT of their predecessors. The natural

consequence of this is that CPA’s revenue, as well as its revenue growth, became progressively more

concentrated on high GRT cruise traffic after 1991.

In the recent past this situation created conflict in other Florida ports. Beginning in 2014, both the

Biscayne Bay Pilots Association and the Port Everglades Pilots Association fought costly and protracted battles

over pilotage rates with the Florida Caribbean Cruise Association (hereinafter “FCCA”), the organization that

represents the various cruise lines in pilotage rate matters. The circumstances in both of those ports bore a

strong similarity to the current one in Port Canaveral. FCCA argued that the emphasis on GRT in Miami and

Port Everglades’ pilotage rates unfairly discriminated against cruise vessels, while the pilots pointed to stagnant

rates and increasing expenses.

Fortunately, the parties in each of those disputes compromised and entered into settlement agreements.

The arrangements reached in Miami and Port Everglades reduced the pilotage fee for GRT, while increasing the

draft fee and adding fees for vessel length and beam, those being characteristics explicitly authorized to serve as

bases for pilotage rates. Id § 310.151(6). This resulted in a reduction of the pilotage fees paid by the largest

cruise and cargo ships, with a concurrent increase in the fees paid by smaller cruise ships and cargo vessels. The

PRRC ultimately approved both the Miami and Port Everglades agreements.

CPA originally filed its application for a rate change in December 2019. In March 2020, the Covid

pandemic, and its associated economic fallout, arrived in Port Canaveral. In the period between March 2020,

when passenger cruises were first canceled due to Covid, and July 2021, when they resumed, CPA saw a

reduction in its revenue of 64.5%, when its gross revenues fell by over $3.7 Million, compared to the same

time span in 2018 and 2019. To cover its operating expenses and continue to provide service to the port, CPA
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had to take out loans totalling $600,000. Individual pilot income fell drastically throughout the entire period,

reaching its lowest point during the last quarter of 2020, when CPA’s pilots received no compensation for three

months, while still providing the same 24 hour, 7 day a week service to the port. Lack of revenue forced CPA to

delay the training of its newest deputy pilot for six months. CPA also chose not to take another deputy pilot

from the March 2021 candidate examination for the same reason. Both of these actions, while necessary to

improve CPA’s short term financial position during the cruise ship shutdown, will affect CPA for years to come,

as retirements outpace the addition of new pilots, increasing the workload on the remaining pilots. In addition,

vessel traffic changed significantly over that same period. Many smaller passenger vessels were removed from

service during the cruise shutdown, and Port Canaveral’s future cruise traffic will consist primarily of larger

GRT vessels that will see a discount under the newer rate structure. The port also saw large changes in the

composition of its cargo traffic, with the elimination of its car ship service, a substantial reduction in tanker

traffic, and an increase in its dry bulk traffic. Taken together, these impacts and changes drastically changed

CPA’s business and completely undermined the financial assumptions that formed the basis of CPA’s December

2019 rate request. In light of these unprecedented and unexpected changes, the only just and reasonable option

available to CPA is to adjust the rates it seeks. Therefore, CPA submits this amended rate application, which

conforms more closely with the current and expected future cruise and cargo situation in Port Canaveral.

CPA seeks a rate adjustment similar to those obtained in Miami and Port Everglades, with a reduced

focus on GRT and inclusion of the additional length and beam factors. CPA also seeks to introduce a

docking/undocking fee for those vessel movements where the pilot performs the docking or undocking

maneuver and a pilot boat fee to help offset the cost of acquiring a new pilot boat. This will bring CPA into

alignment with other Florida ports whose pilots currently charge such fees. In order to ease the burden on the

smallest vessels that call in Port Canaveral, this proposal includes a reduced rate structure for vessels of less
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than 10,000 GRT. Similarly, to reflect the substantial risks posed by the minimal under keel clearance of the

deepest draft vessels, there is an enhanced draft charge for ships drawing more than 32 feet. While the largest

cruise vessels will see an initial decrease in pilotage costs in Port Canaveral, they will continue to pay the

highest fees per handle. Older, smaller cruise vessels will see their rates increase by varying degrees, as will

most cargo vessels. In order to keep up with the yearly increases in business expenses and to provide stability

and predictability for itself and those utilizing piloting services in Port Canaveral, CPA also seeks an annual

inflation rate, one that is substantially lower than the current overall inflation rate.

The costs that CPA pays to conduct business in Port Canaveral continue to increase each year, yet it has

not received an increase in pilotage rates for nearly three decades. The proposed rates remain among the

lowest rates in Florida and in the southeastern United States. Port Canaveral achieved impressive growth

over the past twenty years. This proposed tariff seeks to continue that trend, while securing the resources

necessary for CPA to continue providing the highest level of service well into the future.

4. EFFECTIVE DATE OF LAST PILOTAGE RATE CHANGE

October 1, 1991

Pilotage charges increased at the time:

CHARGE FROM TO

Draft $10.00/Ft (No Min.)* $12.50/Ft (12 ft. Min.)

Tonnage $0.010/G.R.T. (No Min.)* $0.028/G.R.T. (2500 G.R.T. Min.)

Docking and Undocking No Charge* No Charge

Shifting “Live” Ships
Along Same Pier Unknown* $100.00 plus $0.028/G.R.T.
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Shifting “Live” Ships
All Other Shifts Unknown* $200.00 plus $0.028/G.R.T.

Shifting Vessels Without
Steering or Motive Power
(Per Draft Foot) Unknown* $20.00/Ft. plus $0.028/G.R.T.

Anchoring Vessels Unknown* $100.00

Detention or Standby
(Per half hour, after
first half hour) Unknown* $50.00

Delivery of Packages
Or Messages
(Special Delivery Only) Unknown* $100.00

* Due to the extended period between the last rate change and the present application, CPA could not locate
accurate records of its rates before October 1, 1991. The GRT and Draft rates listed above as applicable before
October 1, 1991 were obtained from the direct recollections of retired CPA pilots. Those retired pilots could not
provide similar details with regards to the other listed rates.

5. FINANCIAL INFORMATION

(a) Pilot

The appropriate financial statements are attached to this application in Exhibit I.

6. NUMBER OF VESSELS HANDLED DURING:

Number of Handles During:

Tonnage of Vessels
Handled

Fiscal Year
2018

Fiscal Year
2019

Fiscal Year
2020

Fiscal Year
2021

Projected
2022

Projected
2023

<10,000 GRT 257 244 176 338 340 340
10,001 – 30,000

GRT 322 418 312 326 320 320
30,001 – 50,000

GRT 147 82 96 121 100 100
50,001 – 70,000

GRT 104 100 18 12 15 15
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70,001 – 90,000
GRT 323 330 147 79 30 30

>90,001 GRT 1018 1042 386 641 1530 1450
Draft of Vessels

Handled
<18 Ft 79 78 64 189 200 200

18 – 25 Ft 217 220 210 245 220 220
25 – 32 Ft 1723 1660 740 1021 1530 1450
32 – 39 Ft 147 140 109 146 140 140

>39 Ft 13 14 12 5 12 12
Length (LOA) of
Vessels Handled

<100 Ft 1 0 4 0 0 0
101 – 300 Ft 18 14 18 108 100 100
301 – 600 Ft 385 434 304 354 340 340
601 – 900 Ft 549 598 345 290 220 220

>900 Ft 1106 1154 444 596 1530 1450

7. COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE NET INCOME OF PILOTS IN THE PORT, USING CURRENT
RATES, INCLUDING THE VALUE OF ALL BENEFITS DERIVED FROM SERVICES AS A PILOT,
TO THE PROJECTED AVERAGE NET INCOME USING THE REQUESTED RATES

7(a) Using Current Rates:

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Number of
Pilots 9.33 9.66 9.25 7.83 8.25 9.25

Gross
Pilotage Fees $5,824,061 $6,176,684 $3,015,523 $3,345,617 $7,571,000 $7,215,000

Operating
Expenses $2,614,376 $2,926,215 * * $3,291,025 $3,521,397

Net Income $3,209,685 $3,250,469 * * $4,279,975 $3,693,603
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Average Net
Income Per

Pilot $344,018 $336,487 *** *** $518,784** $399,308**

7(b) Using Projected Rates:

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Number of
Pilots 9.33 9.66 9.25 7.83 8.25 9.25

Gross
Pilotage Fees $6,197,990 $6,402,911 $3,317,753 $3,548,999 $8,380,000 $8,060,000

Operating
Expenses $2,614,376 $2,926,215 * * $3,291,025 $3,521,397

Net Income $3,583,614 $3,476,696 * * $5,088,975 $4,538,603
Average Net
Income Per

Pilot $384,096 $359,906 * * $616,845** $490,660**
* Operating Expenses, Net Income, and Average Net Income Per Pilot for 2020 and 2021 were impacted
substantially by loan and grant funding received during the Covid related cruise vessel shut down. Therefore,
these figures cannot be compared to prior and subsequent years.
** These income figures include retirement benefits that are not paid to the individual active pilots.

8(a). PILOTAGE RATES IN OTHER PORTS DEEMED RELEVANT BY THE APPLICANT

The fairest way to compare pilotage rates between ports and determine whether the requested rates are

fair, just, and reasonable is to compare the cost per handle for various representative vessels at each of the

relevant ports.

Table 1: Rate Comparison for Major Florida Ports

Standard Vessel Fee

Port

Small
Cargo
Vessel

Medium
Cargo
Vessel

Large
Cargo
Vessel

Small
Cruise
Vessel

Medium
Cruise
Vessel

Large
Cruise
Vessel

Oasis-Class
Vessel

Tampa $1,220 $3,426 $4,632 $3,840 $7,729 ** **

Jacksonville $1,093 $2,441 $3,985 $3,445 $5,147 ** **
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Miami $1,132 $2,726 $3,405 $2,716 $4,041 $4,887 $6,904

Port Everglades $1,013 $2,562 $3,162 $2,539 $3,797 $4,597 $6,440

Key West $527 $1,571 * $1,845 $3,724 * *

Palm Beach $617 * * $1,848 * * *

Panama City $1,388 $2,885 $3,481 † † † †

Port Canaveral $1,210 $2,745 $3,221 $2,404 $3,524 $4,231 $5,784
* Channel depth or width restrictions prevent vessels of this size from calling at the referenced port.
† Panama City has no cruise vessel traffic.
** Tampa and Jacksonville have bridges spanning their channels that limit vessels’ maximum height above the water and prevent
vessels of this size from entering those ports.

Tampa: $39.27/Draft Ft. (12 Ft. Min.); $0.0713/GRT (2600 GRT Min.); Tiered
(Rates Changed 2010) Docking & Undocking Fee

Jacksonville (Changed 2020): Less than 10,000 GRT: $0.75/Length Ft., $3.75/Beam Ft., $22.50 Draft Ft., $12.50/1000
GRT, or fraction thereof; 10,001 – 40,000 GRT: $1.00/Length Ft., $5.00/Beam Ft., $25.00
Draft Ft., $15.00/1000 GRT, or fraction thereof; Over 40,000 GRT: $1.25/Length Ft.,
$8.50/Beam Ft., $30.00 Draft Ft., $22.50/1000 GRT, or fraction thereof; Over 40 Ft.
Draft and Over 40,000 GRT: $1.50/Length Ft., $12.00/Beam Ft., $40.00 Draft Ft.,
$27.50/1000 GRT, or fraction thereof; Minimum LOA 300 Ft. Beam 50 Ft., Draft 18 Ft.,
GRT 5,000; Port Control Fee; Training and Technology Fee; Docking Masters Fees (not
included in these examples)

Miami: $1.0612/Length Ft.; $5.3060/Beam Ft.; $31.8362/Draft Ft. (18 Ft. Min.);
(Rates Changed 2021) $0.0159181/GRT (5,000 GRT Min.); Harbor Control Fee; Discount for vessels less than

10,000 GRT. $35.7305/Draft Ft. for vessels greater than or equal to 31 ft draft.

Port Everglades: $1.05/Length Ft. (100 Ft. Min.); $5.25/Beam Ft. (30 Ft. Min.);
(Rates Changed 2021) $31.52/Draft Ft. (18 Ft. Min.); $0.01471/GRT (5,000 GRT Min.); Discount for vessels

less than 10,000 GRT. $33.71/Draft Ft. for vessels greater than or equal to 31 ft. draft.

Key West: $18.40/Draft Ft. (12 Ft. Min.); $0.0345/GRT (2000 GRT Min.).

Palm Beach (Rates Changed 2021): $20.00/Draft Ft. (17 Ft. Min.); $0.032/GRT (5000 GRT Min.); $0.016/GRT (For vessels
greater than 55,000 GRT); Pilot Boat Fee; Port Control Fee.

Panama City (Rates Changed 2019): $28.75/Draft Ft. (16 Ft. Min.); $2.65/Unit Rate (Unit = (Length X Beam)/100) (175 Min.
Units); Docking & Undocking Fee; Bow Out/Narrow Channel Passing Fee; Pilot Boat
Fee

Small Cargo Vessel (M/V Balsa 87): LOA 349 ft.; Beam 63 ft.; Draft 18 ft.; GRT 5,698; DWT 7,767
Medium Cargo Vessel (MT Sunshine State): LOA 601 ft.; Beam 105 ft.; Draft 30 ft.; GRT 29,527; DWT 48,633
Large Cargo Vessel (M/V CSL Tacoma): LOA 750 ft.; Beam 105 ft.; Draft 35 ft.; GRT 43,691; DWT 71,552

Small Cruise Vessel (AIDAVita): LOA 665 ft.; Beam 106 ft.; Draft 21 ft.; GRT 42,289; DWT 4,232
Medium Cruise Vessel (NCL Gem): LOA 965 ft.; Beam 106 ft.; Draft 27 ft.; GRT 93,530; DWT 10,000
Large Cruise Vessel (Disney Dream): LOA 1115 ft.; Beam 121 ft.; Draft 28 ft.; GRT 129,690; DWT 9.800
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Oasis-class Vessel (Harmony of the Seas): LOA 1188 ft.; Beam 154 ft.; Draft 31 ft.; GRT 226,963; DWT 20,236

Table 2: Rate Comparison for Relevant Southeastern and Gulf Ports

Standard Vessel Fee

Port

Small
Cargo
Vessel

Medium
Cargo
Vessel

Large
Cargo
Vessel

Small
Cruise
Vessel

Medium
Cruise
Vessel

Large
Cruise
Vessel

Oasis-Class
Vessel

Charleston, SC $1,300 $2,815 $3,907 $3,428 $7,046 $9,511 $16,150

Savannah, GA $1,366 $2,984 $4,086 $3,619 $7,285 $9,781 $16,513

Brunswick, GA $1,220 $2,844 $3,842 † † † †

Mobile, AL $1,856 $3,911 $5,181 $4,064 $8,116 $21,658 $36,286
Assoc. Branch Pilots,

LA $2,011 $4,267 $5,826 $2,032 $2,549 $2,618 $2,986

Galveston, TX $1,851 $2,724 $3,301 $2,542 $3,455 $5,006 $10,843

Freeport, TX $1,521 $2,147 $2,746 † † † †

Port Canaveral $1,210 $2,745 $3,221 $2,404 $3,524 $4,231 $5,784
† Brunswick, GA and Freeport, TX have no cruise vessel traffic.

Charleston, SC: $27.50/Draft Ft.(15 Ft. Min.); $67.40/1000 GRT; Minimum Combined
(Rates Changed July 2019) Draft & GRT Charge of $1,300; Fuel Surcharge (Variable based upon current prices, and

not included in these examples); Docking Master Fees (not included in these examples)

Savannah, GA: $28.56/Draft Ft. (15 Ft. Min.); $68.53/ 1000 GRT, or fraction thereof
(Rates Changed July 2021) (3000 Min. GRT); Minimum Combined Draft & GRT Charge of $1,365.64; Safety and

Communications Fee; Docking Master Fees (not included in these examples)

Brunswick, GA: $26.24/Draft Ft. (20 Ft. Min.); $61.89/1000 GRT, or fraction thereof (8000 Min. GRT);
(Rates Changed April 2019) Communications Fee; Pilot Boat Fee; Annual Inflation Rate (Based upon CPI-U);

Docking Master Fees (not included in these examples)

Mobile, AL: $42.17/Draft Ft. (15 Ft. Min.); $0.0693/GRT (6500 Min. GRT);
(Rates Changed 2021) Docking & Undocking Fee; Tiered Turning Fee; Communications, Pilot Boat, Capital

Boat, and Capital Improvement Fees; Fuel surcharge; Training Surcharge; Two pilots
required for vessels greater than 1000 Ft. LOA

Assoc. Branch Pilots, LA: $72.16/Draft Ft. ($1,443.18 Min.); $281.34 to 21,000 DWT,
(Rates Changed 2022) From 21,001 to 60,000 DWT - $34.09 per 1000 DWT, $41.41 per 1000 for DWT above

60,000 DWT; Communications, Capital Improvement, Pilot Station, Renovations, and
Pilot Commission Fees; Pension Surcharge.

Galveston, TX: $57.12/Draft Ft. (24 Ft. Min.); Tiered Unit Charge based upon LOA and Extreme
(Rates Changed 2021) Breadth; Offshore Boarding/Disembarkation Fee (for vessels >40 ft. draft); Second pilot

required for vessels greater than 120,000 DWT or 860 ft. LOA (exceptions for cruise
vessels); Fuel Surcharge (Variable based upon current prices, and not included in these
examples); Boat Charge; Communications Charge
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Freeport, TX: $34.60/Draft Ft. for drafts ≤ 42 ft. (Min. Draft 25 ft), Up to $74.15/Draft Ft. for drafts
>42

(Rates Changed 2022) ft.; Tiered Unit Charge based upon LOA and Breadth (Min Units 400); Pilot Transport
Surcharge; Training and Education Charge; Communications/Dispatch Charge

Small Cargo Vessel (M/V Balsa 87): LOA 349 ft.; Beam 63 ft.; Draft 18 ft.; GRT 5,698; DWT 7,767
Medium Cargo Vessel (MT Sunshine State): LOA 601 ft.; Beam 105 ft.; Draft 30 ft.; GRT 29,527; DWT 48,633
Large Cargo Vessel (M/V CSL Tacoma): LOA 750 ft.; Beam 105 ft.; Draft 35 ft.; GRT 43,691; DWT 71,552

Small Cruise Vessel (AIDAVita): LOA 665 ft.; Beam 106 ft.; Draft 21 ft.; GRT 42,289; DWT 4,232
Medium Cruise Vessel (NCL Gem): LOA 965 ft.; Beam 106 ft.; Draft 27 ft.; GRT 93,530; DWT 10,000
Large Cruise Vessel (Disney Dream): LOA 1115 ft.; Beam 121 ft.; Draft 28 ft.; GRT 129,690; DWT 9.800
Oasis-class Vessel (Harmony of the Seas): LOA 1188 ft.; Beam 154 ft.; Draft 31 ft.; GRT 226,963; DWT 20,236

8(b). THE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT ON ACTUAL PILOTING DUTY AND THE AMOUNT OF
TIME SPENT ON OTHER ESSENTIAL SUPPORT SERVICES

Both the courts and the Board of Pilot Commissioners (hereinafter “BOPC”) have spoken on what

constitutes “actual piloting time” and “other essential support services”.

“Time spent on actual piloting duty includes handle time, transit time to and from the vessel,

and administrative time related to that handle. Time spent on other essential support services

generally involve matters pertaining to the port in question, e.g., dealing with the Coast Guard on

port security or safety issues, dealing with the Army Corp of Engineers regarding the ship

channel, etc.” ACL Bahamas Ltd. V. Dep’t of Bus. & Prof. Reg., Pilotage Rate Review Comm.,

DOAH Case No. 10-2335 ¶ 53, approved and adopted, (Fla. PRRC Apr. 18, 2012).

“Actual Piloting Duty” means the time elapsed from when the pilot leaves his or her home,

office, or other location for the purpose of providing pilotage to a vessel until the pilot returns to

that point of origin, or to a closer alternative location of his or her choosing, plus any additional
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time needed to document the piloting services performed for billing purposes.” Board of Pilot

Commissioners. (29 January 2010). Minutes of the Meeting.

http://www.myfloridalicense.com/dbpr/pro/pilotc/documents/pilots_minutes_january_2010.pdf

“Other Essential Support Services” means the time spent by pilots, and their agents,

representatives, and employees, in performing tasks that contribute to the provision of safe and

efficient piloting services, to include time spent training, on business operations, securing and

maintaining adequate infrastructure, and interaction with both governmental authorities and

private parties involved in port operations and port security.” Id.

Time Spent on Actual Piloting Duty

According to these definitions, “Actual Piloting Duty” encompasses substantially more time than the

period between when a pilot boards a ship and when he or she disembarks from that ship. In Port Canaveral,

“actual piloting time” begins when a pilot is called out for an assignment. Due to the nature of vessel traffic in

Port Canaveral, maintaining the type of facilities that would allow a pilot to spend his or her entire duty period

at the pilot station is unnecessary and uneconomical. Instead, pilots commute back and forth from their homes.

The average commute in the United States currently approaches 30 minutes. Seasonal residents, spring break

vacationers, and large numbers of cruise ship passengers tend to create traffic congestion in the area

surrounding Port Canaveral, with the net result being that CPA’s pilots’ commute to and from the pilot station is

at least as long as the national average. Once at the pilot station, a pilot begins planning for the logistical

challenge presented by the navigation of a vessel that might be over one thousand feet long, through a narrow,

unforgiving channel. This includes assessing the state of the weather and tide; arranging tug assistance where
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needed; identifying and coordinating with other port activities, such as dredging, that impact the vessel’s transit;

and communicating with the Harbormaster about any docking or undocking issues particular to the handle.

After pre-planning, the pilot transits to the vessel, either offshore by pilot boat or by vehicle to a vessel

in port. The average time for a pilot to board a vessel offshore by pilot boat is 45 minutes. The pilot boarding

area is roughly five and a half nautical miles offshore. The entire area inside Port Canaveral’s jetties is a no

wake zone, requiring slow speeds and adding to the transit time. Also, during periods of high winds, pilot boat

transit times increase by approximately fifty percent. Lastly, passenger vessels tend to arrive and depart in close

succession to one another. It is not uncommon for four or five cruise ships to enter or depart Port Canaveral

within a span of ninety minutes. When this occurs, multiple pilots will need to ride to or back from the boarding

area together, with the pilot assigned to the last arriving or the first departing ship often waiting on board the

pilot boat for more than an hour before boarding his or her ship or heading back to the pilot station. For

departing vessels and for transportation back to the pilot station after completing an arrival, CPA has an

arrangement with the Canaveral Port Authority whereby harbormasters transport pilots throughout the port. The

average transit time within the port is 15 minutes. There is a drawbridge crossing the Canaveral Barge Canal,

which bisects the northern and southern halves of the port. If the bridge is raised, the transit time within the port

can increase to 20 to 25 minutes.

After a pilot boards a vessel, whether inbound or outbound, the pilot must first make his or her way from

the pilot ladder location to the navigation bridge. Depending upon the size and layout of the ship, this involves

climbing stairs or ladders and/or riding in elevators. Elevators are a potentially faster way to climb or descend a

ship’s decks, but there is usually an accompanying wait after calling an elevator, especially on cruise vessels,

where both crew and passenger elevators see high ridership. Altogether, the time required to transfer from the

pilot ladder to a ship’s bridge averages five to 10 minutes.
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Before a ship can start into the approach channel or get underway from its berth, a formal exchange of

information between the pilot and the vessel’s master is necessary. These conversations typically take five

minutes, but may be longer if there are special circumstances related to the transit, such as equipment

deficiencies, channel obstructions, tide or weather concerns, etc. In Port Canaveral, the amount of time

necessary to bring a ship from the pilot boarding area to the dock, or from the dock to sea, depends upon a

number of factors. The most obvious is the vessel’s destination or starting point within the port. The longest run,

to or from the pilot boarding area and the northernmost berths in the West Turning Basin, is approximately 8.0

nautical miles. Allowing for the steady reduction in speed required as a vessel proceeds from those sections of

channel located outside the jetties to those sections inside the jetties, the estimated transit time for that distance

is 75 to 80 minutes. This does not include the time required to turn a ship, which can add an additional 15 to 30

minutes to the total transit time. Details that affect the time it takes to turn a ship are the vessel’s size and draft,

the state of the tide, the presence of any docked vessels that restrict the area in which the ship must turn,

whether the ship is equipped with thrusters of sufficient number and power, and whether the ship is reliant upon

tugs to turn. The tugboats stationed in Port Canaveral tend to be less powerful than those assigned to Florida’s

other major ports, which slows down both a vessel’s turn and the speed with which she can approach or be

pulled away from a dock.

Due to Port Canaveral’s small size and narrow channel, surging of moored ships is a constant threat.

Any time ships are berthed in close proximity to a navigational channel, there is a risk of those ships surging

before, during, and after the passage of transiting vessels. That risk increases with the size and speed of the

passing ship. The state of the tide also affects this risk, with lower tides reducing the under-keel clearance of the

docked vessel, which increases the forces created by the passing ship. Surged vessels often part their lines,

possibly injuring personnel, damaging docks and fenders, and colliding with nearby vessels. Submarines calling
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at Port Canaveral are in particular danger of surging. Submarines tend to be deeper draft than other vessels of

similar size. They are more difficult to moor securely because they are not equipped with mooring winches and

dock in Port Canaveral’s Trident Basin, the orientation of which magnifies surging forces. In order to reduce

surging hazards, ships transiting Port Canaveral must navigate at slower speeds than they would otherwise,

increasing the overall handle time for the pilot.

Once a ship is safely pushed up against its dock, the pilot may have to shift the ship along the berth into

its final position. The reasons for these alongside shifts vary. Car ships arriving at South Cargo Pier 4 generally

need to position one of the vessel’s mooring stations over a mooring dolphin, so shoreside line handlers can

receive the ship’s mooring lines and secure them to a mooring bollard, before the ship slides towards its final

spot. Slag and lumber ships docking at North Cargo Pier 5 often have less than fifty feet between their bow or

stern and SpaceX’s vehicle recovery barge. The safest way to maneuver the ship in such close proximity to

another, especially one that might have a first stage rocket worth tens of millions of dollars on board, is to land

short of the final spot, run spring lines that can act as “brakes”, and then gradually shift into final position. The

net result of this alongside maneuvering is a further increase in handle time.

Before the pilot can disembark from an arriving ship, or before he or she can get a departing ship

underway, the vessel’s crew must first deploy or recover the ship’s gangway and mooring lines. A well trained

and organized crew can generally complete these tasks in 20 to 30 minutes. If the ship is equipped with mooring

wires, as opposed to soft fiber mooring lines, the added weight and difficulty will generally double this time.

After making his or her way from the navigation bridge to the gangway and disembarking the vessel, the pilot

then must either transit back to the pilot station from offshore via pilot boat or through the port with the

Harbormaster. Once back at the office, it will take the pilot five to 10 minutes to complete all of the paperwork

associated with the handle and required for billing, after which the pilot will usually commute back home,
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unless there is another scheduled handle within an hour. Altogether, the average time required for a pilot to

complete the Actual Piloting Duty related to each handle is 4.75 hours. In 2018, each CPA pilot averaged 272

ship handles. This equates to 1,292 hours spent by each of CPA’s pilots on actual piloting duty in 2018.

Time Spent on Other Essential Support Services

CPA’s pilots are on call for 26 to 30 weeks out of each year, with no weekends or holidays off, for a

minimum of 4,380 hours of on-call time. In addition, off-watch pilots are frequently called out to assist during

peak cruise ship periods or when another pilot is sick or injured. Also, during times when CPA’s pilot roster is

below strength, such as during periods after a pilot has retired, but before the replacement deputy has trained to

the level adequate for the deputy to assume a watch, CPA pilots spend a considerable portion of their off-watch

time covering that watchstanding gap.

CPA maintains 24 hours a day, 7 days a week piloting service. This service likewise requires an around

the clock dispatch watch. CPA does not employ dedicated dispatchers, but instead tasks the on-duty pilot with

all dispatch and communications duties. Spread between CPA’s current 8 pilot roster, each pilot spends

approximately 1,095 hours per year handling dispatch duties (8,760 hours per year, divided by 8 pilots).

The bulk of the responsibility for day-to-day administrative tasks at CPA rests with two co-chair pilots.

Co-chair tenures vary, ranging from 2 to 7 years. The co-chairs are charged with various duties, including

billing and invoicing, employee supervision and management, banking and budget tracking, legal compliance,

boat and building maintenance oversight, administration of multiple insurance plans (medical, dental, liability,

property, and license defense), and day-to-day liaising and coordination with other port entities. These duties

combine to consume approximately 30 hours a week, or 195 hours per pilot, per year.
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Per Section 310.075, Florida Statutes (2018), CPA bears an obligation to train deputy pilots. For each of

the past 8 years, CPA has had at least one deputy pilot in training. Due to anticipated pilot retirements, CPA

expects to have deputy trainees for at least the next 5 years. CPA’s pilots work closely with deputies, assisting

them with pre-handle planning, supervising their work on board, and providing valuable critique and debriefing

afterwards. This adds to the handle time for every ship that a deputy pilot handles or observes. In addition, CPA

assigns two pilots, one from each watch, to act as training coordinators. The training coordinators’ duties

include planning deputy job assignments, tracking each deputy pilot’s progress within the deputy training

program, evaluating proposed changes in the deputy training program, submitting revisions to the BOPC when

necessary, and communicating with the BOPC regarding deputy advancement. These duties occupy 10 hours of

the training coordinators’ time each week, or 65 hours per pilot, per year.

CPA is a part of the larger Port Canaveral community, and the pilots spend considerable time

coordinating and interacting with the other port stakeholders. CPA’s pilots, especially the co-chairs, regularly

meet and communicate with officials from the Canaveral Port Authority, United States Coast Guard (hereinafter

“USCG”), Brevard County Sheriff’s Department, United States Army Corps of Engineers, United States Navy,

and the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency to coordinate and liaise on issues such as

navigational safety, port security, channel maintenance and dredging, and port development. CPA’s pilots do this

through formal bodies, such as Port Canaveral’s Harbor Safety Committee, as well as through direct contact

when required to address specific issues that arise in the port. The total time spent by all pilots coordinating

with these agencies and organizations is five hours per week, or approximately 32 hours per pilot, per year.

With the recent increase in the amount and severity of tropical cyclones impacting Florida’s coastline,

heavy weather planning and coordination with these entities, in particular, occupies a significant amount of

CPA’s pilots’ time. CPA is generally the last organization to cease operations in the port before a storm arrives.
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During 2016’s Hurricane Matthew, one of CPA’s pilots remained at the port, along with the various port

agencies and first responders, in Cruise Terminal 1, a Category 5 hurricane rated structure. After a storm passes,

CPA is the first organization back on the water, utilizing its pilot boats to survey and assess the condition of the

channel, so that CPA, the Canaveral Port Authority, and the USCG have the information necessary to determine

when the port can reopen. These severe weather-related activities consume 30 hours total per year, or

approximately four hours per pilot, per year.

Maritime shipping has often been described as an “invisible” industry. CPA’s involvement in

professional organizations, as well as its outreach efforts in the greater community, help to ensure that issues

important to CPA, and the overall Port Canaveral community, remain visible to local and state political and

business leaders. Three of CPA’s pilots are members of the board of directors of the Florida Harbor Pilots

Association, the statewide pilot organization. These pilots regularly travel to Tallahassee to meet with officials

to advocate for the piloting profession and the state’s ports in general. Multiple CPA pilots are members of the

Propeller Club of Port Canaveral. Two are former club presidents, with one of those having organized the 2017

International Propeller Club Annual Convention in Port Canaveral. In compliance with Section

310.0015(3)(d)(2), Florida Statutes (2018), CPA maintains a competency-based minority mentoring program to

help provide the background skills and education to any eligible applicant who might be interested in a piloting

career. Every summer, CPA hosts interns from the United States Merchant Marine Academy or a state maritime

academy to accompany pilots during a variety of handles, providing the next generation of Merchant Mariners

with the opportunity to learn about the piloting profession. Also, CPA pilots provides harbor tours aboard CPA’s

pilot boats to the members of Rockledge High School’s HELM program, which introduces students to the

maritime industry and the career opportunities it offers. These outreach activities require 15 hours per week

total, or 97 hours per pilot, per year.
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As part of their obligation to provide piloting service of the highest level of competency and safety,

CPA’s pilots regularly participate in continuing education and training. On their own time, pilots travel to

locations throughout the world to train at the most modern facilities available. In recent years, CPA’s pilots have

trained on subjects such as Pilot Boat Man Overboard Recovery, Manned Model Shiphandling, Emergency

Shiphandling, Electronic Chart Display and Information Systems, Bridge Resource Management for Pilots,

Legal Aspects of Piloting, Azipods, and Dynamic Positioning. CPA’s pilots also participate in the training

required to maintain their USCG licenses in compliance with the International Maritime Organization’s

Convention on the Standards of Training, Certification, and Watchstanding. These standards change frequently,

often requiring mariners to repeat time consuming training before each license renewal or upgrade. CPA pilots

average two days of training per year, usually with one day of travel to and from the training facility locale, for

a per pilot average of 72 hours per year dedicated to training.

Altogether, CPA pilots spend an average of 1,560 hours per pilot, per year engaged in activities that fall

under the BOPC’s definition of “Other Essential Support Services”. This is in addition to the 1,292 hours each

pilot spends actively piloting vessels during the minimum of 4,380 hours that each pilot spends on call

throughout the year. In comparison, the average U.S. worker spent 8.0 hours per day engaged in his or her job in

2017. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, USDL-18-1058, American Time Use Survey –

2017 Results (June 28, 2018). Expanded over the course of a year, including weekends off, 14 days of paid

vacation, 10 paid holidays, and seven sick/personal days, this equates to 1,832 hours of work annually for the

average U.S. worker.

8(c). PREVAILING RATE OF COMPENSATION OF INDIVIDUALS IN OTHER MARITIME
SERVICES OF COMPARABLE PROFESSIONAL SKILL
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The prevailing rate of pilot compensation is best determined by the compensation of pilots in other ports

in the United States. Piloting is a unique profession within the maritime industry. Bisso v. Inland Waterways

Corp., 349 U.S. 85, 93-94 (1955); Kotch v. Board of River Port Pilot Comm’rs, 330 U.S. 555, 557-558 (1947).

Any comparison drawn between pilots and other positions within the maritime industry ignores fundamental

differences between piloting and those positions and would be wholly inaccurate. The PRRC adopted this

position in past rate hearings. See ACL Bahamas Ltd. V. Dep’t of Bus. & Prof. Reg., Pilotage Rate Review

Comm., DOAH Case No. 10-2335, Recommended Order, pp. 31-35 (January 31, 2012); Final Order adopting

Recommended Order in full (April 19, 2012).

The qualifications, skill, and experience required to obtain a state pilot’s license place pilots in the

highest stratum of maritime professionals. All of CPA’s pilots hold USCG Master licenses, with most spending

years sailing as shipmasters before becoming pilots. In addition, several CPA pilots possess graduate degrees,

such as JDs and MBAs. CPA’s deputy training program takes individuals with impressive qualifications and

then subjects them to a rigorous three-year training period, which further sharpens their navigation and ship

handling skills to the pinnacle of expertise. No other shipboard position requires this degree of dedication and

accomplishment.

Moreover, no other position within the maritime industry is subject to the physical, economic, and

professional risks that pilots face in order to practice their profession and conduct their business. Piloting is

consistently one of the most dangerous occupations in the nation, with the majority of injuries and fatalities

occurring during transfers to or from ships. The frequency in which pilots engage in these hazardous vessel

transfers is unique to their profession, with no equivalent in the maritime industry. Vessel transfers not only

place the wellbeing of a pilot at risk, but also the pilot’s livelihood. An injury that permanently hampers a pilot’s

ability to climb a pilot ladder may end that pilot’s career. Unlike other positions aboard ship, there is no way for
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a pilot to serve “light duty” while recuperating from an injury. Compounding this is the fact that

Own-Occupation Disability Insurance is difficult, if not impossible, for harbor pilots to obtain.

Unlike the vast majority of maritime professionals, who generally work for large, publicly traded

corporate entities and enjoy guaranteed compensation and benefit packages, pilots are small business owners.

With this comes business risk and personal financial exposure. When pilots need to purchase a new capital

asset, such as a pilot boat or engine, individual pilots often must personally guarantee any necessary loans or

lines of credit. Not even the senior executives of major maritime corporations, much less their employee

shipmasters, are required to place their personal wealth at risk when making large purchases on behalf of their

company.

Lastly, state licensed pilots are subject to regulatory oversight at both the federal and state level. Florida

demands the highest level of competence from harbor pilots operating in the state. Likewise, the USCG

regulates pilots practicing under their federal endorsements when handling U.S.-flagged, coastwise vessels, as

well as under the USCG’s overall jurisdiction over navigable waterways. This double layer of scrutiny means

that pilots have no room for error or omission. Major maritime accidents pose huge risks for the state’s

economy, public safety, and the environment. Any involvement in such an incident, however minimal, would

have serious and lasting consequences to that pilot’s future in the profession.

Regarding comparable pilot compensation in other ports in the United States, the most recent

information was provided to the PRRC at the October 24, 2018 Port Everglades rate hearing by Captain George

Quick, Vice President of the International Order of Masters, Mates, and Pilots. Citing an analysis compiled by

Dibner Maritime Associates, Captain Quick testified at the October 24, 2018 Port Everglades rate hearing that

the average annual cash compensation for pilots throughout the country was roughly $580,000. The current
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annual compensation that CPA’s pilots receive, as well as the annual compensation they would receive under the

proposed tariff, is less than this national average.

9. COMPARISON OF PRESENT AND REQUESTED PILOTAGE CHARGES

Pilotage Charge Item Present Charge Requested Charge Percentage Change
Standard Vessel Draft

Charge
$12.50/Ft

(Min. Draft 12 Ft)
$30.00/Ft

(Min. Draft 18 Ft) 140.00%
Small Vessel Draft

Charge
(<10,000 GRT)

$12.50/Ft
(Min. Draft 12 Ft)

$22.50/Ft
(Min. Draft 18 Ft) 80.00%

Deep Vessel Draft
Charge

(32 Ft or deeper) $12.50/Ft $35.00/Ft 180.00%
Standard Vessel GRT

Charge
$0.028/GRT

(Min. 2500 GRT)
$0.0125/GRT

(Min. 5000 GRT) -55.36%
Standard Vessel LOA

Charge $0.00
$1.00/Ft

(Min. LOA 100 Ft) New Charge
Small Vessel LOA

Charge
(<10,000 GRT) $0.00

$0.75/Ft
(Min. LOA 100 Ft) New Charge

Standard Vessel Beam
Charge $0.00

$5.00/Ft
(Min. Beam 30 Ft) New Charge

Small Vessel Beam
Charge

(<10,000 GRT) $0.00
$3.75/Ft

(Min. Beam 30’) New Charge
Docking/Undocking

Charge $0.00 $300.00 New Charge
Small Vessel

Docking/Undocking
Charge $0.00 $200.00 New Charge

Pilot Boat Charge $0.00 $50.00 New Charge

Detention Charge
$50.00 per half hour,
after first half hour

25% of pilot fee per
hour, after first half

hour
Varies

221.2% - 2,332%
Cancellation Charge $0.00 25% of pilotage fee New Charge

Shifting Charge

$100.00 same berth
$200.00 diff. berth

+GRT charge 75% of pilotage fee
Varies

-43.0% to 221.3%
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Late Payment Charge No Charge
3% per month after

30 days New Charge

Dead Ship Movement
$20 per draft foot +

$0.028 per GRT 150% of pilotage fee
Varies

20.0% - 261.1%
Delivery of Packages $100.00 No Charge Charge Eliminated

Board Governance Fee No Charge 0% - 1.5% 0% - 1.5%
Annual Cost

Escalation Fee for
Draft Charge

(Vessels 32 Ft or
deeper) No Charge

6.00% per year for 9
years

after year one New Charge
Annual Cost

Escalation Fee
For Draft (vessels

under 32 Ft), LOA,
Beam, and GRT

Charges No Charge
3.25% for 9 years

after year one New Charge

10. DETAILED EXPLANATION OF SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS, DANGERS, AND RISKS OF
THE PORT FOR WHICH THE RATE CHANGE IS BEING REQUESTED

Lengths of Various “Pilotage Waters” Channels (Include “Average Length” of Pilotage Trip
and estimated time to complete pilotage “dock to dock”.)
Cut-1A
Cut-1B
Cut-1
Cut-2
Cut-2(44)
Cut-3
Trident Access Channel
Middle Turning Basin Access Channel
West Access Channel
Trident Turning Basin
Main Turning Basin (43)
Main Turning Basin (35)
West Basin Lower
West Basin Upper
Estimated Time to Complete Pilotage

2.1 NM
1.0 NM
2.4 NM
1.1 NM
0.5 NM
0.2 NM
0.2 NM
0.5 NM
0.5 NM
0.5 NM
0.2 NM
0.4 NM
0.5 NM
0.5 NM
3.5 Hours “Dock to Dock”

Widths of Various “Pilotage Waters” Channels:
Cut-1A
Cut-1B

400 feet
400 Feet
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Cut-1
Cut-2
Cut-2(44)
Cut-3
Trident Access Channel
Middle Turning Basin Access Channel
West Access Channel
Trident Turning Basin
Main Turning Basin (43)
Main Turning Basin (35)
West Basin Lower
West Basin Upper

400-1150 feet
500-1150 feet
500 feet
400-500 feet
1050-1200 feet
400-485 feet
400 feet
760-1200 feet
350-2100 feet
180-1200 feet
490-500 feet
550-2700 feet

Depths of Various “Pilotage Waters” Channels:
Cut-1A
Cut-1B
Cut-1
Cut-2
Cut-2(44)
Cut-3
Trident Access Channel
Middle Turning Basin Access Channel
West Access Channel
Trident Turning Basin
Main Turning Basin (43)
Main Turning Basin (35)
West Basin Lower
West Basin Upper

46 feet
46 feet
46 feet
46 feet
44 feet
44 feet
41 feet
35 feet
43 feet
41 feet
43 feet
35 feet
35 feet
35 feet

List of Unusual Hazards to Navigation:

Port Canaveral is entirely man-made. Its channels are steep sided, with little unused space
along those channels. Therefore, any grounding in the port would most likely contact shore
side structures, such as docks and wharves, or bank stabilization materials, such as riprap or
matting.

Extremely large passenger vessels transit Port Canaveral’s channels each day. During these
transits, they often pass within a ship’s breadth of other vessels moored alongside its docks.
Ships must pass at slow speeds in order to reduce the likelihood of surging the berthed vessels.
Similarly, the orientation of the Trident Basin magnifies the surging effect that vessels passing
its entrance have on submarines moored within that basin. Slow speeds are therefore required
when passing the Trident Basin. These slow speed transits increase the crab angles
experienced by the high windage vessels, creating situations where the swept path of the ship
occupies the entire usable portion of the channel. This in turn increases the dangers of
grounding, collision, and allision.
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Variations in the Gulf Stream impact the approaches to Port Canaveral, often generating a
substantial set on ships navigating the portions of the channel located outside the jetties.
During periods of particularly high water on the Indian and Banana Rivers, the Canaveral
Lock is left open to prevent flooding of property located along those rivers. This creates a
current inside Port Canaveral of approximately two to three knots, especially in the vicinity of
the West Turning Basin. There are no prediction tables available for these currents, and the
pilots are rarely informed when the lock is used in this manner. As a result, these currents are
completely unpredictable, with pilots often unaware of their existence until encountering them
while transiting the port.

Port Canaveral’s jetties interrupt the natural longshore drift of sand moving from the north to
the south along the coastline. Consequently, shoaling occurs frequently on the north side of the
channel, near the jetties. This shoaling increases in severity and scope during and after tropical
cyclones, requiring CPA and the Port Canaveral Authority to impose draft restrictions. The
outer approaches to Port Canaveral are located near the Southeast Shoal, which extends
offshore from Cape Canaveral and contains extremely shallow depths, often less than eight
feet.

Port Canaveral lies just south of the Kennedy Space Center, where the majority of the United
States’ space traffic originates. This activity poses unique challenges to vessels navigating in
and around the port. The seabed underlying the approaches to Port Canaveral is littered with
debris from over sixty years of rocket launches, some of it still containing unexploded
ordnance. Since the days of the Space Shuttle program, reusable launch components, fuel
booster tanks for the Space Shuttle and reusable rocket first stages today, have entered the port
to be recovered ashore after launch and touchdown. These components typically have fuel
remaining on board, as well as explosive abort packs installed to destroy rockets whose flight
paths deviate towards populated areas. This creates hazards for vessels located within the port
and requires that pilots exercise great caution when navigating in their vicinity. Also, not every
rocket landing is a success, with effects that directly impact Port Canaveral. On December 5,
2018, the first stage of a SpaceX Falcon rocket landed short of its target at the Kennedy Space
Center and ended up in the Atlantic Ocean in the vicinity of Southeast Shoal. But for the
efforts of local tug and launch operators, the prevailing currents would have driven the rocket
into the Outer Approach Channel and presented a substantial navigational hazard to transiting
vessels.

The Cape Canaveral/Cocoa Beach area is a well-known destination for tourists and
vacationers. Many of these visitors end up on small recreational vessels in and around Port
Canaveral. In addition, Port Canaveral is the closest launching point for residents of the greater
Orlando area seeking saltwater recreational opportunities. As a result, large concentrations of
small vessels navigating in Port Canaveral’s ship channel is a common occurrence. Many of
the operators of these vessels have little experience or training in seamanship, small boat
handling, or collision regulations. On March 11, 2017, two recreational boaters created a
dangerous close quarters situation when they fell off of their jet skis directly in front of the
cruise vessel Carnival Magic. This incident received substantial attention in the media due to
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the fact that it was filmed by passengers on board the Magic, but many more such incidents
occur that do not garner the same notice.

Port Canaveral has substantial, under-utilized land area within its limits. This provides the port
with the room to grow and develop its facilities. While this benefits the port and its larger
community, the frequent construction also poses navigational challenges. It is common for
dredges and construction barges to operate adjacent to and inside the ship channel. Pilots and
vessel crews must often take the presence of these construction vessels into account when
planning transits through Port Canaveral.

List “Weather-related” Hazards to Navigation

Port Canaveral experiences high wind speeds throughout the year. During late Fall through
early Spring, strong cold fronts push through the area weekly, with southerly and southeasterly
winds of 25 knots or more impacting the port before frontal passage and northerly winds of 30
knots or more impacting the port after frontal passage. Late Spring through early Fall,
afternoon thunderstorms are an almost daily event in Port Canaveral. Wind speeds in excess of
65 knots have been recorded by vessels caught in these unpredictable and quick developing
storms. Visibility is often severely limited during thunderstorms and frontal passages. During
the warmer months, even without thunderstorm activity, winds regularly exceed 20 knots due
to the temperature differential between the extremely hot inland area of Central Florida and the
relatively cooler offshore water temperatures.

Port Canaveral regularly experiences weather effects from tropical cyclones. In both 2016 and
2017, Port Canaveral was closed to traffic temporarily due to passing hurricanes. Even when
hurricanes do not pass so close as to require the port’s closure, severe thunderstorms in their
outer rain bands pass through the port, bringing strong winds and limited visibility.

From November to April, fog is a hazard in Port Canaveral. Typically occurring just before
sunrise, which often coincides with passenger vessel arrivals, it can reduce visibility in all
areas of the port and on the Outer Approach Channel to less than 0.25 NM. While calm winds
usually accompany fog, that is not always the case. Winds of up to 20 knots have been
observed during foggy days, creating an especially hazardous situation. Fog usually clears by
mid-day, but at times can persist until after sunset.

List any limitations imposed by Association as to drafts, lengths, tonnages, beams, types, etc.,
of vessels handled within port’s pilotage waters and provide reasons for same:

With a 43-foot depth in the Main Turning Basin and the West Turning Basin, the maximum
vessel draft limit is 40 feet, with transit restricted to high tide periods. This provides a
minimum under keel clearance of at least 1 meter.
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Other Relevant Information:

The Cape Canaveral area provides habitat for fifteen federally listed threatened or endangered
animals, including West Indian Manatees, Bald Eagles, Northern Right Whales, and five
different species of sea turtles. Navigating any vessel, especially those carrying large quantities
of petrochemicals, through such a delicate habitat requires the utmost caution and diligence. In
addition, there is a significant fishing industry operating out of Port Canaveral, both traditional
commercial fishing operations and recreational charter boats. Any adverse effect on the
environment caused by an accident involving a ship calling at Port Canaveral would have
major impacts on the livelihoods of those depending on the local fisheries.

11. DETAILED STATEMENT EXPLAINING HOW THE REQUESTED RATE CHANGE WILL
RESULT IN FAIR, JUST, AND REASONABLE RATES, TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE
PUBLIC INTEREST IN PROMOTING AND MAINTAINING EFFICIENT, RELIABLE, AND SAFE
PILOTING SERVICES AND FURTHER TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE FACTORS SET
FORTH IN SECTION 310.151(5)(b), FLORIDA STATUTES

The Public Interest in Having Qualified Pilots Available to Respond Promptly to Vessels Needing Their
Service

In the era of mega-sized cruise ships and Neo-Panamax cargo vessels, the public interest in having a

pilotage system manned with independent and capable personnel could not be greater. The marine industry is

unique in the size and scope of its operations, which extends to the potential impact that marine incidents could

have on port communities and the surrounding environment. Restrictions on who can successfully make a claim

for damages caused by a maritime accident tend to magnify the negative effects such an accident will have on

individuals and businesses located in the vicinity of a port. Louisiana ex rel. Guste v. M/V Testbank, 752 F.2d

1019, 1027-1029 (5th Cir. 1985) (restricting the recovery of economic damages in a maritime catastrophe to

those claimants who suffered physical damage to property in which they have a proprietary interest (citing

Robins Dry Dock & Repair Co., 275 U.S. 303 (1927))); Hercules Carriers Inc. v. State of Fla., 720 F.2d 1201

(11th Cir. 1983). Rejecting the foreseeability standards used to determine the scope of liability in most

land-based negligence cases in favor of this type of arbitrary but well-defined rule protects ship owners and
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vessel operators from being held responsible for damages that may be a foreseeable consequence of their

negligence, but are so far removed from the accident as to be nearly uninsurable. Of course, extending this sort

of protection to ship owners renders individuals and businesses who rely upon a port especially vulnerable to

the consequences of an incident. It does not take much to imagine the economic effects rippling outward after a

grounded ship blocks Port Canaveral’s channel for a sustained period of time. The port authority, ship

chandlers, stevedores, tug companies, and even CPA would feel the initial financial losses caused by the port‘s

closure. But those losses would not stay contained within the immediate port community for long. Port

Canaveral has a 2.2 billion dollar regional impact. Before long, businesses that would appear to have no direct

relationship to the port would begin to feel the negative effects of a blocked channel. And almost none of those

businesses and individuals would be able to recover their losses through the courts.

Within the context of this legal framework, the pilot’s role as an independent expert who places the

safety of life, property, and the environment above all other considerations is doubly important. Ships continue

to grow larger, even as ports struggle to accommodate them. Substantial portions of Port Canaveral’s ship

channel remain the same size that they were fifty years ago, despite the fact that the ships utilizing the channel

have doubled in size many times over. This mismatch increases the risk to vessels entering and leaving Port

Canaveral, with the potential for catastrophic damage to the local environment and economy. While safe

operations generally make good business sense, there will always be disincentives to safety. Some, like the

Testbank rule described above, shield negligent actors from the full consequences of their deeds. Others, such as

scheduling and budgetary pressures, force operators to weigh safety considerations against other competing

interests. Due to the specific obligations placed upon them by statute, as well as their independence from the

ships they handle and the port within which they work, CPA’s pilots have none of these disincentives. If, for any

reason, a ship cannot safely transit the port’s channels, then its pilot will not start the ship in or get it underway
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until the situation improves. The agents and harbormasters working in Port Canaveral can all point to instances

when a CPA pilot would not move a ship until severe weather passed, visibility improved, or additional tug

resources arrived on station. It is a difficult decision to hold a ship offshore or keep it at the dock. But the

primary objective of Florida’s piloting system is safety. The public interest demands qualified pilots available

for service. What qualifies CPA’s pilots is not just their shiphandling and navigation skills, but also their

judgment. And ensuring that CPA can attract and retain these types of individuals in the future is also in the

public interest. The proposed tariff, while establishing rates that remain among the lowest in Florida, as well

as on the entire the East Coast, accomplishes this by also providing competitive pilot compensation for the

next 10 years.

A Determination of the Average Net Income of Pilots in the Port, Including the Value of All Benefits
Derived from Service as a Pilot

Detailed information regarding average net income is provided with CPA’s audited financial

statements and summarized in Section 7 of this application.

Reasonable Operating Expenses of Pilots

Detailed information regarding reasonable operating expenses is provided with CPA’s audited financial

statements and summarized in Section 7 of this application. In addition, certain specific expenses incurred by

CPA are summarized as follows:

Health Insurance: According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the average price of medical care nationwide

increased 210.0% percent since 1991 . This equates to an average medical inflation rate between 1991 and 20211

1 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, BLS Data Viewer,
https://beta.bls.gov/dataViewer/view/timeseries/CUUR0000SAM (last visited January 26, 2022).
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of 3.66 percent, compared to an overall annual inflation rate of 2.34 percent during the same period. As health2

insurance rates closely track medical prices, CPA’s health insurance costs have seen the same massive growth

during the nearly three decades since the last rate change. CPA’s medical insurance premium payments for 2020

totaled $482,328. This is an increase of 656.7% from CPA’s medical insurance costs in 1991, when total

insurance costs were $63,738. As the data listed above shows, the historical trend is one of medical inflation

outpacing overall inflation. This fact supports CPA’s inclusion of an annual rate escalation over the course of its

proposed rate adjustment, even though the requested rate escalation will not be enough to keep up with the

anticipated growth of its medical insurance costs.

Employee Salaries: CPA currently employs four full-time pilot boat operators and three part-time pilot boat

operators. The full-time pilot boat operators receive monthly salaries, medical insurance, and retirement

benefits. The part-time pilot boat operators only work when they are needed to provide coverage for the duty

periods of full-time boat operators absent due to illness, vacation, or pilot boat haulouts. As such, a part-time

pilot boat operator only receives payment for each duty period he or she covers, with no medical or retirement

benefits. Tenure for full-time pilot boat operators ranges from 9 years to 37 years. As a point of comparison, the

median employee tenure for the United States in 2018 was 4.1 years. Without this sort of long-term employee3

retention, CPA would not be able to provide the stable and reliable service that its users have come to expect. In

addition, as transfers to and from the pilot boat present the largest risk to the safety of pilots, experienced and

3 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, USDL-18-1500, Employee Tenure News Release (Sept.
20, 2018).

2 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers:
All Items, retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCNS (visited January 26, 2022).
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skilled boat operators are an essential part of our ongoing efforts to mitigate that risk. Retaining that experience

and skill requires that CPA provide its employees with adequate compensation.

Increases in CPA employee compensation costs generally track the Consumer Price Index (hereinafter

“CPI”). CPA also includes a retention increase for every five years of employee tenure. In 2020, CPA’s total

non-pilot employee salary expense was $265,691. This represents an increase of 510.8% from 1991, when total

employee salary expense was $43,500. The average annual salary for a full-time pilot boat operator employed

by CPA is $59,673. In 2020, the annual mean wage for Motorboat Operators employed in Support Activities for

Water Transportation was $62,290.4

Fuel: CPA consistently keeps its pilot boats equipped with the most efficient engines commercially available.

Despite this, CPA’s fuel expense continues to grow as fuel becomes more expensive. Retail diesel prices nearly

tripled over the past 27 years. In 1994, the earliest year in which the U.S. Department of Energy provides

records of retail prices, the average price of a gallon of No. 2 diesel fuel was $1.11. In December 2021, that

same gallon of No. 2 diesel fuel cost $3.64. CPA’s total fuel expense in 2019, the last full year before the5

Covid-19 pandemic reduced Port Canaveral’s cruise traffic was $43,000, an increase of 226.2% from 1991,

when its fuel expense was $13,184. CPA does not currently levy a fuel surcharge, unlike many pilot associations

throughout the nation. Neither is CPA seeking one in its current proposal. Instead, CPA will rely upon the

modest annual rate increases contained in the proposal to cover any further growth in fuel expenses during the

proposal’s ten-year term.

5 U.S. Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy, U.S. No. 2 Diesel Retail Prices,
https://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=EMD_EPD2D_PTE_NUS_DPG&f=M (last
visited January 27, 2022).

4 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Employment Statistics,
https://www.bls.gov/oes/2017/may/oes535022.htm#nat (last modified January 26, 2022).

https://www.bls.gov/oes/2017/may/oes535022.htm#nat
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Anticipated Capital Expenses: As required by Section 310.0015(3)(c) , Florida Statutes (2018), CPA

maintains two custom built, all-weather pilot boats in a 24 hours a day, 7 days a week state of readiness. With

both pilot boats in operation, CPA can provide uninterrupted service for any volume of vessel traffic. Due to the

expense involved, CPA does not maintain a third pilot boat, utilizing a local launch service as a replacement for

a pilot boat that is out of service for maintenance or repair. As of February 10, 2022, Pilot Boat No. 2, built in

1998, had 2,500 running hours on its engine. CPA installed Pilot Boat No. 2’s current engine in mid-2019. It is

the boat’s fourth engine, with each of the previous two engines lasting approximately 7,000 to 8,000 hours

before requiring replacement. This is Pilot Boat No. 2’s final repower, and the boat will complete a total service

life of 26 to 28 years. This is a longer service period than is standard for pilot boats. The cost of a new pilot boat

meeting the specifications necessary for service in Port Canaveral likely to approach two million dollars.

During the span of the proposed tariff, CPA will face the prospect of replacing Pilot Boat No. 2. CPA

took delivery of its newest boat, Pilot Boat No. 3, in November 2014, at a final cost of approximately $850,000.

Subsequent quotes for similar boats built by the same yard exceeded one million dollars. This, combined with

inflation, means that the estimated cost of replacing Pilot Boat No. 2 after it reaches the end of its usable service

life will be closer to two million dollars.

CPA currently maintains its pilot boat fleet in the most serviceable and reliable state possible under the

current rate structure. To account for the considerable upcoming expenses necessary to sustain this fleet’s

dependability and safety, the rate structure needs to change. The large anticipated cost of purchasing a new pilot

boat is why CPA added the pilot boat fee to this amended application and is also another reason why the modest

annual rate increases included in CPA’s proposed rate adjustment are necessary. A pilot association, like any

other business, cannot always precisely predict and schedule the expenses it incurs. When it can however, it is
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only prudent to account for significant future capital purchases in its pricing structure. This allows the cost to be

spread over time, helping to prevent cost from becoming a disincentive to investing in the equipment best suited

for the association’s operations. The proposed pilot boat fee and the annual rate increases included in CPA’s

proposed rate adjustment, will allow CPA to maintain its fleet at the level necessary to continue providing the

service that vessels calling in Port Canaveral expect and deserve.

Pilotage Rates in Other Ports

Prevailing rates of pilotage in other ports are shown in Section 8(a) of this application.

Under the proposed tariff, CPA’s pilotage fees will remain among the lowest in Florida for every class of

vessel that calls in Port Canaveral. Moreover, when compared to similar ports outside of Florida, CPA’s

proposed fees are extremely competitive for every class of vessel currently calling in Port Canaveral.

The Amount of Time Each Pilot Spends on Actual Piloting Duty and the Amount of Time Spent on Other
Essential Support Services

The amount of time each pilot spends on actual piloting duty and on other essential support services is

discussed in Section 8(b) of this application.

The Prevailing Compensation Available to Individuals in Other Maritime Services of Comparable
Professional Skill and Standing as that Sought in Pilots

The prevailing compensation available to individuals in other maritime services of comparable

professional skill and standing as that sought in pilots is discussed in Section 8(c) of this application.

The Impact Rate Change May Have in Individual Pilot Compensation and Whether Such Change Will
Lead to a Shortage of Licensed State Pilots, Certificated Deputy Pilots, or Qualified Pilot Applicants
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Florida law recognizes the direct relationship between pilot compensation and the quality of candidates

drawn to the profession. “. . . [I]n order to attract to the profession of piloting, and to hold the best and most

qualified individuals as pilots, the overall compensation accorded pilots should be equal to or greater than that

available to such individuals in comparable maritime employment.” § 310.151(5)(b)6, Fla. Stat. (2018). The

largest factor in determining overall pilot compensation is the pilotage rates. While CPA saw an increase in pilot

compensation from traffic increases in 2017, 2018, and 2019, the per pilot compensation remained below the

national average. The 10 to 12-year period preceding 2017 was marked by stagnant or declining pilot

compensation. Of course, as stated above, pilot compensation declined significantly in 2020 and 2021, due to

the Covid cruise ship shutdown. It makes sense, then, that interest in becoming a CPA pilot declined over that

same period. The 2013 and 2015 deputy pilot examination saw 25 and 27 eligible candidates apply for a deputy

position with CPA. The last two examinations, in 2018 and 2019, saw only 15 and 17 eligible applicants apply.

This decline should alarm anyone who cares about maintaining top quality piloting service in Port

Canaveral. The number of mariners qualified to serve as deputy and state pilots in Port Canaveral is small,

approximately two thousand. ACL Bahamas Ltd. V. Dep’t of Bus. & Prof. Reg., Pilotage Rate Review Comm.,

DOAH Case No. 10-2335 ¶ 62, approved and adopted, (Fla. PRRC Apr. 18, 2012). As the size of the U.S.

Merchant Marine continues to decrease, the likelihood of this number increasing in the near or mid-term is slim.

Yet, CPA must compete to attract qualified deputy pilot applicants from this limited pool against ports in Florida

and throughout the nation that offer better compensation. Further complicating matters is the fact that CPA

expects to replace a quarter of its current pilots within the next five years. If CPA cannot continue to draw

deputy pilot candidates of the highest caliber, then the future quality of its service is at risk. The current rate

proposal seeks to address this issue for the next decade by including a small rate inflation schedule. This will
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help ensure that CPA’s rates keep pace, not just with its growing expenses, but also with the wider profession’s

average compensation rates.

Becoming a harbor pilot in Florida is an arduous task. Unlike many other state systems, Florida’s deputy

pilot selection process gives no consideration to a candidate’s family or political connections. Rather, it is a

purely merit-based process, where the pilots have no direct input into which candidate ultimately wins a deputy

pilot appointment. Candidates must first meet the licensing and sea service requirements, which takes years of

seagoing experience, before applying for an open deputy pilot position. If the BOPC approves a candidate’s

application, he or she then must spend roughly one thousand hours studying and preparing for an examination

that requires candidates to draw the port’s charts from memory and demonstrate complete mastery of

seamanship, collision regulations, and the laws regulating piloting. In order to secure the deputy pilot

appointment, a candidate must score within the top five of all test takers, with the highest score typically

receiving the appointment. Most successful candidates take the examination multiple times before they achieve

this goal. Many more candidates never do and eventually stop testing, with nothing to show for their time and

effort.

Once appointed, a candidate then begins the three-year deputy pilot training period. Working as a deputy

pilot in Port Canaveral is a full-time position with no set schedule and extremely long hours. A deputy pilot in

Port Canaveral is lucky if he or she manages to enjoy ten days off during the entire first year of the program. In

addition, all deputy pilots take a substantial pay cut at the start of their piloting careers. Per Captain Quick’s

testimony at the Port Everglades PRRC hearing on October 24, 2018, the current compensation for Masters of

U.S.-flagged deep sea vessels is approximately $325,000. Transferring from this service to begin training as a

deputy pilot in Port Canaveral means accepting a pay cut of nearly 80 percent. On top of the rigorous schedule

and low pay, a deputy pilot must also contend with the fact that his or her success is not guaranteed. While it is
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uncommon for a deputy pilot to fail to complete his or her training, it does happen. Recent examples include

deputy pilots failing to be approved for advancement in Jacksonville and Port Everglades and two deputy pilots

in West Palm Beach resigning before the end of their first year of training. Towards the end of a deputy pilot’s

training period, he or she must again begin a long period of study, this time for the state pilot license

examination. While a state pilot candidate need not draw the chart from memory, the remainder of the state pilot

license examination is as difficult as the deputy pilot examination and requires a significant amount of

preparation.

At the end of the deputy pilot training program and after obtaining a state pilot license, a candidate

finally assumes a spot in the watch rotation and receives assignments like every other CPA pilot. What the new

state pilot does not receive like every other CPA pilot however, is equal compensation. CPA requires a

half-share partnership buy-in, whereby new state pilots receive 50 percent pay for their first four years of

service. It is only after this period, seven long years since beginning the deputy pilot training, that a CPA pilot

finally begins to receive full share compensation. The time required to catch up on the income that a deputy

pilot forgoes during the training period is much longer, at least 10 years after starting as a deputy pilot.

The time and sacrifice required to gain full entry into the piloting profession in Florida is enormous. The

number of those who try and fail far exceeds the number who successfully complete the process to become a

pilot in Port Canaveral. Inducing as many of the most qualified and competent individuals as possible to

undertake this difficult and uncertain process is necessary in order to ensure that CPA continues to provide the

excellent piloting service that its customers, the Port Canaveral community, and the state of Florida demand.

The surest way to do this is by offering compensation that is competitive with comparable ports nationwide.

Pilotage rates have the greatest impact on individual pilot compensation, and the current rate proposal goes a

long way towards keeping CPA an attractive option for those who seek entrance into the piloting profession.
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Projected Changes in Vessel Traffic

Any discussion of projected changes in vessel traffic for Port Canaveral must take into account the

enormous Covid-related disruption that occurred for most of 2020 and 2021. Cruise traffic ground nearly to a

halt, with vessels calling only intermittently during the time between the initial shut down in March 2020 and

the resumption of passenger operations in July 2021. Ultimately, the Covid pandemic exposed the fact that, no

matter how high the confidence level in a set of predictions may be, unforeseen events can upend all of the

assumptions and calculations upon which they rest. Consequently, any estimates of Port Canaveral’s future

vessel traffic, both cruise and cargo, should be understood to contain a much larger degree of unreliability than

they would prior to the Covid pandemic.

Over the past decade, Port Canaveral invested heavily in the development of its passenger ship business.

The construction of Cruise Terminals 1 and 3, as well as the expansion and renovation of Cruise Terminals 5

and 10, allowed the port to support more and larger cruise vessels than before. Currently, there are no

announced plans to construct any additional new cruise terminals. There are presently eleven cruise vessels

home ported in Port Canaveral, with itineraries that range from three to eleven day cruises. Port of call visits to

Port Canaveral by cruise vessels remain well below their pre-Covid numbers, with the port receiving less than

one port of call visit per week since the resumption of passenger service. Home ported vessels remain subject to

disruptions, apart from the ongoing Covid pandemic, such as hurricanes and severe winter storms, drydock

periods, and incidents that result in the removal of a vessel from service for repairs. When the Oasis of the Seas

suffered damage due to a structural failure of its dry dock in Grand Bahama in April 2019, Port Canaveral lost a

number of calls from that vessel, as it was rerouted to Spain for repairs. Also, both the Independence of the Seas

and the Mariner of the Seas are scheduled for extended shipyard periods in early 2023, which will result in a

substantial number of missed calls for those vessels in Port Canaveral. In sum, CPA expects the number of
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cruise vessel calls to drop in 2023 compared to 2022, due to the lost calls from the Independence of the Seas

and the Mariner of the Seas. The current estimate for cruise calls in 2023 is approximately 785. Based upon the

requested rates, CPA predicts that 2023 cruise revenue will also decrease, compared to 2022.

For the most part, changes in Port Canaveral’s cargo traffic tend to track the overall regional and

national economic condition. The port has invested in a number of new lines of cargo business over the past five

years, some of which have borne fruit while others have not. Port Canaveral’s nascent container business came

to a halt in early 2018, when its only container service ceased calling at the port. As of this application’s date,

no replacement service has taken its place. Changes in the citrus concentrate business largely eliminated reefer

ship calls at the port. In December 2019, Port Canaveral’s auto processing facility, Autoport, ceased operations.

Port Canaveral’s other vehicle carrier service, the export of used vehicles to the Caribbean and South America

on NYK line vessels, ceased operations in April 2019. Therefore, as of the date of this application, Port

Canaveral no longer has a vehicle carrier service. One bright spot in the port’s cargo business during the Covid

period was its lumber ship traffic, which saw substantial growth in 2021. As the price of lumber stabilized in

late 2021 and early 2022, lumber ship calls dropped to just as substantially, and are back to approximately their

pre-pandemic numbers. While tanker calls dropped substantially in 2020 and 2021, due to decreased demand

for fuels, Port Canaveral has steady tanker traffic at both its Seaport and Transmontaigne terminals in 2022.

CPA expects that to continue in the near to mid-term. Oil usage tends to vary with the greater economic

condition though, and another downturn could significantly affect this traffic. As Port Canaveral does not have a

regularly scheduled cargo liner service of any kind, vessel traffic projections for cargo are difficult to make. The

loss of the car import business and the slow down in lumber ship traffic will result in a substantial decrease in

cargo vessel calls and lost cargo revenue. CPA expects cargo vessel traffic to be down 18-20% in 2022,
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compared to 2021, and cargo revenue to decrease by 18-20%, based on current rates. Based upon the proposed

rates, CPA anticipates that cargo revenue will increase by approximately 85%.

Cost of Retirement and Medical Plans

[Specific cost information is provided with the audited financial statements attached to the application.]

As is the norm amongst employers in the United States, CPA provides healthcare for all pilots and

employees. CPA’s group plan, provided by the International Organization of Masters, Mates, and Pilots, is the

same plan offered to many other pilot groups, as well as American Merchant Mariners. As detailed in both the

attached financial statements and Section 11 above, medical costs are a significant portion of CPA’s total

expenses, ballooning 656.7% since CPA’s last rate increase. Providing adequate health insurance is a necessary

component to CPA’s efforts to attract and retain the most qualified pilot candidates and employees. With many

pilot groups nationwide, groups with which CPA competes for qualified pilot candidates, offering the same

group plan that CPA currently offers, changing its health insurance is not an option reasonably available to CPA.

Additionally, the quality of its health insurance is a major factor behind CPA’s enviable employee retention

record. Any reduction in the quality of that valuable employee benefit could have substantial impacts on the

efficiency and safety of CPA’s pilot boat operations.

CPA pilots and employees participate in a 401(k) plan. Under this plan’s provisions, employees receive a

12.5% contribution from CPA, in addition to their personal contributions. Pilots make personal contributions,

with no match from CPA. CPA also maintains a non-qualified pension plan for pilot retirees. Under that plan’s

provisions, pilots are eligible to receive retirement benefits after reaching the minimum retirement age and

accruing a minimum number of vesting years. The sum of retirement benefits received by all retirees is capped

by CPA’s articles at 33.3% of gross revenues. As testified to by Brent Dibner, president of Dibner Maritime

Associates LLC, at the May 18, 2017 Biscayne Bay Pilots Association rate hearing, these types of non-qualified
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pension plans are standard amongst pilot groups in the United States. In the 4th quarter 2021, estimated

retirement benefits paid to retirees amounted to 29.2% of CPA’s gross revenues. There are currently

seven former pilots receiving CPA retirement benefits. That number is expected to increase to nine in the

next five years, with total retirement benefits paid out anticipated to increase to 33.3% of gross revenues,

which is unaccounted for under the per pilot income figures in Tables 7A and 8A.

Physical Risks Inherent in Piloting

“One expert in the piloting profession testified that over the course of a 30-year career, a pilot

has a one-in-20 chance of being killed in a boarding accident.” ACL Bahamas Ltd. V. Dep’t of

Bus. & Prof. Reg., Pilotage Rate Review Comm., DOAH Case No. 10-2335 ¶ 9, approved and

adopted, (Fla. PRRC Apr. 18, 2012).

Transferring to or from a ship is dangerous enough in calm weather on a sunny day, and the hazard only

increases in rough weather or at night. In a single 13-month span, from January 2006 to February 2007, five

pilots perished in transfer accidents. In March 2013, a Panama City pilot fell from the pilot ladder at night and

died. Despite authorities immediately launching a search involving multiple vessels and aircraft, it took over

two hours to recover the pilot’s body. In June 2018, a Corpus Christi pilot fell to his death when the

accommodation ladder he was climbing to join the ship dockside failed. In 2019, two members of the Sandy

Hook Pilots Association in New York died in boarding accidents.

What is truly startling about these tragic deaths is how common they are in the piloting profession.

There are only about 1,100 active harbor pilots in the United States. With such a small population,

governmental agencies that study workplace safety, such as the Bureau of Labor Statistics and the Occupational

Health and Safety Administration, do not track harbor pilot injuries and fatalities, except as part of the larger
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population of Marine Transportation Workers. When pilot injuries and deaths are isolated from that larger

population and extrapolated to the rate used by these agencies to measure workplace safety, a single pilot death

in a year places piloting on par with the commercial fishing and logging industries, which consistently rank as

the two most hazardous industries in the nation. Obviously, five deaths in a year, such as occurred between6

January 2006 and February 2007, would make piloting the most dangerous job in America by far.

Work related injuries are also common, as would be expected in a job as dangerous as piloting. Slips and

trips from wet, oily, and cluttered decks are a constant risk, carrying with them the possibility of broken bones

and strained ligaments. Many pilots have undergone surgeries to remove skin cancers and melanomas, likely

caused by the large amount of sun exposure that comes with working outdoors in Florida. The irregular work

hours required to maintain a 24-hour piloting service result in many pilots suffering from sleep disorders, which

may have further negative health effects, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, or stroke.

On October 25, 2019, the risk of a transfer incident resulting in the injury or death of a pilot became

very real when Canaveral Pilot Captain Doug Brown fell into the water while disembarking from a submarine

in Port Canaveral. Upon entering the water, Captain Brown was pushed underneath the pilot boat, travelling its

length underwater before surfacing astern of the boat. The violent contact between Captain Brown and the pilot

boat during his time underwater resulted in a severe ankle injury, ending Captain Brown’s piloting career. While

the investigation into Captain Brown’s incident is ongoing at the time of this writing, the consensus between

CPA personnel and personnel from other organizations involved in the investigation is that Captain Brown is

extremely fortunate to have survived the incident.

Special Characteristics, Dangers, and Risks of the Particular Port

6 Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, USDL-18-1978, National Census of Fatal Occupational
Injuries in 2017 (Dec. 18, 2018).
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Detailed information regarding the special characteristics, dangers, and risks of the particular port is

discussed in Section 10 of this application.

Consumer Price Index

Per Section 310.151(5)(c), Florida Statutes (2018), CPI or any other comparable economic indicator

may be taken into account when determining rates of pilotage. The CPI increased by 107 percent between

September 1991 and the date of this amended application. But quoting a percentage in the abstract does not7

convey the full impact that almost three decades of inflation have had on the cost of living. It also does not

account for certain living expenses that increased far more than 107 percent over the same period. As discussed

above, the cost of medical care and health insurance greatly outgrew the general inflation rate, rising 210.0

percent since 1991. Housing expenses also rose much faster than the overall cost of living. Nationwide, new

home prices increased from $147,300 in September 1991 to $457,300 in December 2021, an increase of 210.5

percent. Higher education expenses saw an even greater increase over that same period. The average annual8

tuition at a four-year public university grew 212.2 percent between 1991 and 2021, from $3,440 to $10,740.9

These three expenses – medical care, housing, and education – represent three of the largest household outlays

for an average family in the United States. Their astronomical growth over the past 31 years clearly shows that

the overall CPI increase of approximately 107 percent does not accurately reflect the inflationary impact those

years have had on the cost of living.

9 Jennifer Ma et al., Trends in College Pricing (The College Board 2021)
https://research.collegeboard.org/pdf/trends-college-pricing-student-aid-2021.pdf

8 U.S. Census Bureau and U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, Average Sales Price for New
Houses Sold in the United States, retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/ASPNHSUS (visited January 27, 2022).

7 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers:
All Items, retrieved from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis;
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CPIAUCNS (visited January 27, 2022).
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Port costs have increased in a similar manner:

Port Canaveral dockage increase 1991-2021: 180.44%
Port Canaveral cargo wharfage increase 1991-2021: 120.78%
Port Canaveral passenger wharfage increase 1991-2021: 257.14%
Port Canaveral freshwater charge increase 1991-2021: 182.61%
Port Canaveral linehandling fee increase 1991-2021: 179.57%
Port Canaveral tugboat rate increase 1994-2018: 152.54%

As these numbers illustrate, nearly every cost associated with a vessel call in Port Canaveral has

increased substantially since 1991, except pilotage.

CONCLUSION

For over fifty years, CPA has provided users in Port Canaveral with safe and efficient pilotage service.

In order to ensure that CPA has the resources necessary to continue delivering this same level of service in the

future, its rate structure requires a long overdue update. Shifting CPA’s rate structure to a box method by adding

length and breadth charges reduces the large disparity between cargo and cruise pilotage fees. This in turn helps

to protect CPA, and the service it provides to the Port Canaveral community, from the worst effects of

unanticipated events like the Covid pandemic and cruise vessel shut down, when CPA’s financial viability was

in real jeopardy. In addition, the introduction of docking/undocking and pilot boat fees aligns CPA with other

pilot associations in Florida, and throughout the southeastern United States, where such charges are

commonplace. Therefore, CPA respectfully requests that the PRRC approve this tariff as presented.






























































